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Abstract 

 
Self organizing cloud can be formed by connecting large number of desktop computers on the internet by peer to 
peer network. Towards this new architecture where each participant will act as either provider or consumer. In 
multiplexing environment, computing resources to be dynamically partitioned and reassembled to meet the needs of 
end users. We present a fully distributed, VM-multiplexing resource allocation scheme in decentralized resources. 
We also design a novel multi-attribute range query protocol for providing schedule priority to the requesters. 
Contrary to existing solution which often provides mutual resource sharing between providers, our protocol 
produces the payoff method to improve the profit of providers. We also propose fault tolerant method and sensitivity 
analysis to improve the efficiency of Self Organizing cloud. 

Index terms- Cloud computing, Fault tolerant, Schedule priority, Resource Allocation.  

 

I.INTRODUCTION 

Cloud Computing [2],[3] has emerged as a compelling distributed paradigm with VM’s resource isolation 
technology[4],[5],[6].Resource could be partitioned and reassembled to meet end users actual needs[7],[8].A 
dividable resource allocation scheme is gaining more attention in recent years. As an example, the Proportional 
Share Model (PSM)[9] allows  resource shares be allocated proportional to the users bids and it has been leveraged 
in several cloud computing systems[10],[11],[12]. An efficient resource discovery protocol in Self Organizing Cloud 
(SOC) such that each individual host could autonomously find a qualified volunteer computer in the Internet for its 
task execution via multi dimensional range query. In every joined host, either a public server or desktop computer 
serves as individual node on a structured p2p overlay network. To perform a multi multi-dimensional range query, 
task’s resource demand is expressed as a vector specifying its minimal requirements along each resources type (e.g., 
CPU, memory, network, storage) such that the task can be completed on time. The discovery process is conducted 
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by propagating the query message hop by hop towards the peer nodes that keep the qualified resource records on 
different attribute dimensions. After the qualified resource node is found and determined, its split resource shares 
can be allocated to the task. 

 However, two users may simultaneously request for nodes with similar resources and with same capacities, 
the same candidate nodes could be returned as their query results without proper coordination. This situation may 
cause the task schedulers to dispatch and run their tasks on the same node, resulting in contention problem and 
making all of them cannot meet expected execution times. Such an issue is very challenging due to the fact that the 
overall performance of any virtual execution environment is closely related to its allocated resource shares along 
many dimensions, so that we cannot use existing single dimensional contention free models [13].In Such a 
framework, the participants will have high motivation to contribute their resources, because of two pillars.1)Any 
resource contributor will earn an amount of payment or income, which benefit them in turn based on the relation 
between motivation and market[14] ,2) O.Nov et al.[15] shown that many of the volunteers providing about 5.5 
petaFLOPS every day with more than 6,00,000 computers in BONIC project[16]. Recently, there already 
exist many projects being designed based on this framework. A typical example is the on-going project Cloud 
@Home [17].Its main aim is to design a predictive model of resource availability for internet resources and a set of 
strategies for checkpoint allocation using VM in low bandwidth .Another example is Community Cloud [18] ,in 
which each participating host is considered the resource supplier and the whole system is organized based on the 
principal of ecosystem. This system is claimed to provide openness of the usage (removing the dependence on 
vendors0, avoid the system wide cascade failure, and quite high environmental sustainability with significantly 
smaller carbon footprint .Z.Xu et al.[19] implemented a Self Organizing Cloud prototype and make use of hole-
punching technology to support VM alive migration on the WAN, which is transparent to cloud customers. Wuala 
Cloud [20] can make use of the disk space and network bandwidth from the distributed volunteer desktop computers 
to provide the large capacity storage. Its prominent features include guarantee of highly secure online storage using 
improved encrypting technologies, distributed file synchronization, real-time versioning and so on. 

 Based on the above cases, designing the Self Organizing Cloud system can be definitely benefit a 
lot:1)resource utilization can be improved with fine granularity resource allocation in VM technology;2)distributed 
idle resources can be used while  the substrate  details are still transparent to the users as if in a single point of access 
manner;3)it owns high robustness and reliability by minimizing the impact of one single node’s failure or malicious 
DDoS attack to the whole system;4)it suffers much less cost on central management and maintenance than that of 
traditional vendor clouds.  

In addition to the opportunities mentioned above, there are some problems to solve, in order to achieve the 
user agreed quality of services based on flexible customization. Since there are no central server to coordinate the 
global resource status. Costs, constructing a fault tolerant situation all users will get efficient resource allocation and 
can use idle resources also. Specially there are few desired features :( 1) Fault tolerant: User who using cloud 
sometimes may suffer by failures. Mostly resource failure only will suffer the customer most. In order to provide 
efficient resource allocation fault tolerant method is handled.(2)Analysis Method: In this method sensitivity analysis 
is done since provider rate must be increased to gain more number of customers in Self Organizing cloud.(3)Profit: 
In previous work ,mutual resource between was exist, but we introduced the Economic model between providers to 
improve the profit.(4)Payoff: Payoff is introduced to scheduling priority if any of the customers’ needs resource in 
short time period.(5)Win Win Effect: In fully distributed environment ,each task schedule on multi-attribute 
resources is supposed to let both the sides be satisfied with their individual gain. 

 Recently, most existing system focused social optimized feature to the resource allocation in their 
Grid/Cloud Platform, but no one of them guarantee this  effect to the best of our knowledge. For instance, B. An et 
al.[10] proposed an automatic negotiation approach for maximizing the social welfare in Cloud’s resource 
allocation, yet such a mechanism rarely discuss the resource owner’s payoff. Instead our solution can make sure 
both sides are satisfied with payoff. Different resource providers may assign the different costs on their resources, 
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introducing a potentially competitive situation. If they are no robust pricing policy and auction method to coordinate 
the interest of resource providers and consumers, some participants may tend to lie on their real demands in order to 
maximize their selfish gains, weakening other ones’ motivation. We propose double sided auction method to reveal 
their true expectation. 

 We organized the paper as follows. In Section II we give background on Dynamic optimal Proportional 
Share and Pointer Gossiping Protocol. In Section III we give proposed system about Economic sharing model for 
Self Organizing Cloud. We conclude in Section IV. 

II. EXISTING SYSTEM 

A.DYNAMIC OPTIMAL PROPORTIONAL SHARE 

The design of Dynamic Optimal Proportional Share resource allocation method, which leverages the 
proportional share model. The idea to redistribute available resources among running tasks dynamically, such that 
these tasks could use up the maximum resource capacity of each resource in a node, while each task’s execution 
time can be further minimized in a fair way. 

 DOPS consist of two main procedures: 1)Slice Handler: This is activated periodically to equally scale the 
amount if resources which allocated to the tasks, such that each running tasks, such that each running task can 
acquire additional resources proportional to their demand along each resource dimension.2)Event Handler : This is 
responsible for resource redistribution upon the events of task arrival and completion. 

 Suppose that there are M tasks running on particular node �(s), denoted as ��1�, ��2�… . . , ��
�	based on 
their arrival order. Accordingly w(i), B(i), and r(i) denote t(i)’s preferential weight vector, budget and resource share 
vector, respectively. 

 Assume that when t(i) is to be scheduled on �(s),the available resource vector is denoted as a(i),then which 
can be calculates as component wise C(�(s)).Resource node �(s) found by discovery protocol is “qualified” ,i.e ., for 
���� = �, 2… .
, �^���(s)).e(i)<=B(i).Based on the above analysis ,it is possible that the resource along certain 
dimensions may not be fully used. It improves the resource utilization by redistributing the remaining resource at the 
k th dimension. By leveraging PSM, each running task can acquire its resource proportional to their computed 
optimal shares along every dimension. Since task will be executed faster with the augmented resource, while the 
payment will still be calculated based on optimal share. This means the user will not be charged more even with any 
extra resources allocation. Another issue is how to determine the optimal resource allocation upon arrival and 
completion. When a new task is scheduled in �(s),it will get the optimal shares of resources based on the availability 
of resources. Then Slice Handler will be activated based on DOPS design. When the task is finished, it is possible 
for other running task to share the newly released resources. 

B.PONITER-GOSSIPING CAN 

Resource allocation approach relies on the assumption that all qualified node must satisfy the constraints. 

�����. ������ ≤ ������, (1) 

������ ≤ �����.               (2) 

  To meet this requirement, there was a design of resource discovery protocol, namely Poniter-Gossiping 
CAN, to find this qualified nodes.CAN [17] is taken as DHT overlay to adapt to the dimensional feature. 

Like traditional CAN, each node under PG-CAN is responsible for a unique multidimensional range zone 
randomly selected when it joins the overlay. Figure 1 illustrate the CAN overlay network. 
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Figure 1.CAN Topology 

Suppose there are 25 joined nodes, each taking charge of a single zone. If a new node (26) joins, a random 
point will be generated and its zone will be set as the new zone evenly split along dimension from the existing zone 
(node 25)that contains this point. If there is only one non overlapped range dimension between two nodes (e.g .,i and 
j) and they are adjacent at this dimension, call them as neighbors to each other. Furthermore, if the non overlapped 
range of I is always no less than j’s, i is called j’s positive neighbor and j is i’s negative neighbor. Node 9,12 and 20 
are positive neighbor of node 1. 

 All nodes will periodically propagate the state update message about its available resource vector to the 
Duty node whose zone encloses this vector. After a task generates the query, the query message will be routed to 
duty node containing the expected vector. Then justify that the state message of all qualified nodes must be kept in 
those onwards nodes. 

Obviously, the searching area may still be too large for the complete resource query without flooding 
.However, according to observation, this will significantly reduce the likelihood of finding qualified resources, 
finally degrading the system throughput and user’s QoS. Alternatively, improved the mechanism by periodically 
diffusing a few pointer messages for any du nodes owning the state update message to the distinct nodes towards 
negative directions, so that these duty nodes could be more easily found. For instance, Node4’s negative pointer 
nodes along CPU dimension are Nodes 14,3 and 23.By periodically sending the pointer-recovery messages, each 
with empty payload outward, each node can easily maintain the connection to the negative pointer node. Each query 
routed to the duty node will check its stored record and the pointed duty nodes. If this finds qualified resource 
records on the current or other pointed duty nodes, it will return that information to the requesting node. Otherwise it 
will continue the searching next neighbor duty nodes. 

Every duty node D1 will catch state-update messages received from its neighbors, which are checked 
periodically and removed if updated. It propagates its identifier to a few randomly selected pointer nodes toward its 
negative direction. For those duty nodes containing valid state message, can call then as nonempty-cache nodes. 

Basically there are two manners to propagate the duty nodes’ identifiers backward-spreading manner and 
hopping manner. From hopping manner can easily convert to spreading manner. 

Consequently upon receiving the query result, the requesting node will randomly choose one out of them as 
the final resource node for executing the submitted task. Now easily mitigate the decision conflict among different 
task. 

Disadvantages: 

• This system is not focused on satisfactory of both sides with payoff.  

• Sensitivity analysis is not performed 

• The system supports mutual resource sharing scheme only. 
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• Resource failures are not handled 
 

III.PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In Self Organizing Cloud will be formed by connecting number of volunteer computers. Users of cloud can 
request for resource. Figure 2 shows the flow of the SOC process. If user/customer wants to request for resource 
they should generate the query first. Then query will be sent in the network in which all the status record is diffused. 
According to the status record message also will be diffused. After finding the qualified node set of results is send to 
customers to choose particular resource. 

 In this work, payoff should be considered. When resource is shared between two providers profit of 
providers can be generated as follows 

Profit = Rending cost - Providing cost 

 User who using cloud sometimes may suffer by failures. Mostly resource failure will suffer the customer 
most. In order to provide efficient resource allocation fault tolerant method is handled. After proving the resource to 
the user should scale whether resource is under good condition. If condition goes below threshold value it must be 
taken into consideration. In our method sensitivity analysis is done since provider rate must be increased to gain 
more number of customers in Self Organizing cloud Scheduling priority is introduced for payoff if any of the 
customers’ needs resource in short time period. This effect is used for both the sides (Providers and 
consumers).Resource constraints could be of two types: (1) On-Demand resource request, (2) Reservation Plan in 
which resource is reserved in advance and can acquire it when it is need. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 Process of Resource Allocation 
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IV.SIMULATION RESULT 

To conduct the simulation, we first build a proportional share scheduler .We used cloudsim to implement 
the proposed CAN-based range query protocols on large network containing 2000 nodes. The configuration is 
selected randomly from the Table 1. 

Parameter Value 
# of nodes 2000~12000 
# of processor per node 1,2,4,8 
Computation rate per 
processor 

1,2,2.4,3.2 Hz 

I/O speed per node 20,40,60,80 Mbps 
Memory size per node 512,1024,2048 MB 
Disk size per node 20,60,120,240 Gb 
LAN network bandwidth 5~10 Mbps 
WAN network bandwidth 0.2~2 Mbps 

Table 1.System Settings 

 The throughput radio between SOC and P2P is defined as per the radio of the number of finished tasks and 
total number of generated task in the whole system over time. We observed that the SOC would achieve around 60 
percent improvement as the task size are relatively small on average (λ=1/6 or 1/8).When all the task sizes are 
relatively large, SOC could still get about 15 to 20 percent improvement. We evaluate the system scalability of the 
PG-CAN protocol. All the values in Table 2 are recorded after the first duration test. With the increasing system 
scale, the performance metric (throughput, efficiency) will not change notably. 

Metric 1000 1500 2000 
Throughput 0.598 0.592 0.572 
Failed radio 23% 26.4% 30% 
Average Eff. 2.72 2.89 3.0 
Fairness index 0.665 0.672 0.701 
Msg delivery 2347 2456 2789 

Table 2.System Scaslability 

V.CONCLUSION 

This paper propose a novel fault tolerant which could guarantee that resource customers could use 
resources for their task efficiently and without any trouble and resource constraints mechanism which ensures that 
consumer are satisfied with their task execution and the resource contributors are also content with their profit for 
their resource provisioning. Moreover, by extending the price bidding policy, our algorithm can include both 
strategic resource consumers and contributor to truthfully reveal their demands. Finally we confirm our efficiency of 
our design via simulation. In the future, we may introduce more algorithms in order to improve the effectiveness of 
system. 
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